Modern-i
The out of the box
modernisation solution for
the IBM i enterprise

Transform your enterprise in minutes
using the most advance one-step
web re-facing modernisation solution
available for IBM i. Modern-i detects
screen and subfile elements and
transforms to web component
automatically.

Modern-i is a full scale green screen modernisation
solution that generates sophisticated GUI’s in
minutes.
.
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Create web based interfaces in minutes
Modernisation completed out-of-the box
Active Directory (Single Sign On)
compatible
Enhance GUI through intuitive drag and
drop design studio
Add web elements and plug-ins to further
enhance
Combine multiple green-screens into one
browser page
Thin client data delivery, great for mobile
deployment

“

The Modern-i solution allowed us to modernise
our green-screen applications with ease. It ran
right out-of-the box so we had applications
running in the browser immediately. And with
the ‘drag and drop’ design studio, it also
provides the flexibility to improve and tailor my
application with our corporate identity and
additional functionality without coding
Paul Medforth | IT Manager | Dewhirst Group.

Move beyond the green screen
Using the latest, most widely used and universally compatible web
technologies, Modern-i allows you to deploy web faced GUIs to any
device that supports a browser. Modern-i will automatically identify
and generate calendar controls, drop down menus, convert/replace
function keys with buttons, add graphs (from graphable displayed
data) and more….
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Modern-i is a NEW solution that
addresses the needs of the modern
IBM i enterprise who are looking
beyond screen scraping their 5250
applications.
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you to deploy GUIs anywhere that supports a browser
deploy
web faced GUIs to any device
bringing modern interfaces to multiple devices, quickly.
that supports a browser.
Modern-I is a true out-of-the-box modernisation solution.
On installation, Modern-i will take the data stream from
your 5250 sessions and convert them for your browser.
Modern-i comes with a drag and drop design studio that
allows you to tailor your GUIs with your own corporate
identity. Add your own graphics, drop down menus,
buttons and more – without any HTML knowledge.
Modern-i allows users to view their data on whatever
device they’d like. Dashboards can be developed for all
form factors, from desktop PC to mobile devices.

Export reports with a touch of a button into Microsoft
Excel. Modern-i provides an automatic conversion of
“subfile” screens to data grids with facility to download
data lists to Excel.
Security is built into Modern-i. Use your one secure sign
on for all your applications and advanced filtering means
that you’ll only have access to the data you require.
Modern-i makes use of your Active Directory signatures.
Make GUIs more useful and deliver multiple 5250 green
screens into one browser interface. Additional data can
be added to any screen, either constants or data from
files, for example, put the salesman’s name against code
on screen.
Only one single Enterprise license is required for ALL
applications developed in Modern-i (note, check for ERP
licensing restrictions). Deployed over a browser, this
means that ALL stakeholders can use the applications
they need on a device of choice when needed.
Modern-i provides the best of both worlds for both
programmers and non-programmers alike. Using the
drag-and-drop design studio means ZERO coding
required. If you are a coder, you can hook in your
programs to the GUI applications. There is no need to
have access to, or change the source code.

ShowMe+ uses browser technology to deploy your portal
or graphic user interface. No need to install PC Client
software, applets or ActiveX controls.
Modern-I is fully compatible with other solutions within
the Utilities 400 enterprise suite. Add ShowMe+ to build
your own bespoke applications and remove the need to
pay maintenance for software you no longer need.

“

Using the drag and drop design studio, it took just a
couple of hours to create some templates that
replicated our corporate identity. In under a day,
we’ve converted our 5250 screens to be running
under a browser using our fresh and modern look
and feel.
Stuart Morris | Team Leader | Babcock Group

While modernisation is instant, Modern-i
also provides rich functionality to tailor
the GUI experience to your business
requirements.

Learn about more IBM i solutions from
the Utilities 400 enterprise suite.

Utilities 400 specialise in developing and delivering
high quality applications for users of the IBM i
platform anywhere in the world.
Modern-i is just one of the many solutions within
their enterprise solution suite.

For more information on our integration, intelligence
and application development solutions, please
contact our partner network or Utilities 400 direct.

Utilities 400 [Head Office]
Churchgate House, Churchgate
Bolton, Lancashire,
United Kingdom BL1 1HS
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+44 (0) 1204 388 883
info@uti400.com
support@uti400.com
@Utilities400
www.utilities400.com

